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SYMBOLISM IN PERSIAN RUGS
It is a common mistaketo assumethat Oriental rugs can be
identihed by their designsor synbols alone. While it is true
that certain symbols are ciosely associatedwith specific localities or weaving groups, it would take an exceptionally
confident person to identify a rug without confirming their
opinion by carefully checking the weave, materials, and
dyes. This is especially true today, due to a substantial
number of high-quality Persian copies coming onto the
market from India, Pakistan,and the Balkan countries.This
article attempts to discuss the most common design elements and symbols used in Persianrugs, their meanings,
and the region of the origin. This discussionof themesand
symbols will hopefully serve as an aid in the identihcation
ofPersianrugs.
The symbols and designsof the rug do give information about its weaver. What was sheihe wishing to say
through the selection of symbols and design? Were they
selectedpurely for aestheticreasonsor were they influenced by factors in his/her personal life, culture, or religion? Or, perhaps, the weaver was trying to connect
to the past by using symbols that hold ancient,traditional
meanings.
Over the years many different design elements and
motifs have been used in Persianrugs. Some have had special symbolic significanceattributedto them. The mystique
of Persianrugs owes a lot to the tales and fables that have
been built up around the different design elements.Even
though designs,motifs, and colors have little or no particular significancetoday, there are traditional interpretations
associatedwith them. According to early historians[1], the
tribes from whom the Saljuqswere descendedusedheraldic
devices derived from zoomorphic and totemic motifs, as
well as the tamgha (brand mark) employedby eachtribe to
identify their flocks.
Religious and political turmoiis have had significant
influenceson the design and symbols of the Persianrugs.
Symbols with a deep religious meaning for one group or
sect may have a completely different meaning for another.
A human or animal figure was rarely woven into a rug
made by Sunnite Moslems; they were strict in their interpretation of Koran law forbidding the use of figures that
represent living creatures[2]. However, D. Black argues
that this is a misconceptionand although the ban is influencedby religion, it is rare, but not unknown, to find living
forms representedon rugs made for use in the mosque.By
contrast,the Shiite Moslems freely used figures of humans
and animalswoven in the prayer rugs used in the mosques.

The above analysissuggeststhat form, as well as the most
basic organization of the rug, is influenced early on by
theme.
One of the most common themes in Persianrugs is
Floral. The image of a lush garden is one that is deeply
rooted in both the religious and cultural heritage of the
Persiandesign. In a region of the world where water is a
precious commodity, it is perhaps not surprising that the
garden,with an abundanceof flora and fauna, is the Muslim symbol of paradise.The weaverswere fufther inspired
by their belief in the Islamic afterlife[3], which promises
that the faithful will dwell in paradise.Floral themes are
generally divided into three categoriesof All over floral,
Garden, and Panelleddesign[4]. All over floral designs
feature floral forms without the addition of a medallion,
vase,or other primary motif. The All over floral design is
not, strictly speaking,a design.Rather, it is the name used
to describeany pattem that has no focal point. Garden design is usually basedon the formal gardensof ancientPersia with their abundanceof flora separatedby pathwaysand
ornamentalpanels.ln Panelled design the field is divided
into panelsor compartmentscontainingindividual motifs.
The Herati design derives its name from the town of
Herat (now in Afghanistan),where it is said to have originated.It is composedof a single floral head within a diamond framework flanked by four outwardly curling leaves.
It is a motif widely usedin Persia,and it is thoughtto symbolize the small fishes that, at the time of the full moon,
come up just beneaththe surfaceof the water to swim in
the moon's reflection [5]. It is sometimes referred to as
Mahi (Persian word for fish). The motif is usually employed in either an all over medallion-and-cornerformat.
Rugs with Herati theme are made by numerousworkshops
throughout Persia, but are most closely associatedrvith
those from Khorassan,Kurdistan, Farahan,Hamadan, and
Tabriz.
One more design,originatedin Persia,is called Boteh.
Its origins are extremelyobscure,and there is still considerable debateas to whether it was first used in Persiaor India.
A. Jerehian [6] suggeststhat it may have come to Persia
via ancientEgypt as an ear of wheat, representingimmortality. The Boteh motif is commonly used acrossthe base
of the prayer arch togetherwith flowers as part of the symbol for the gardenofparadise.ln the greenhighland areaof
of Persia,weavers
Seraband,locatedin the West-southrvest
seldom use any other pattern, so that the name Seraband
has come to be used not only for piecesproducedin this
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Historians like Wilhelm von Bode[21] and Arthur
Upham Pope 1221,agree that the symbolism in rugs is almost unintelligible.As with all ideographics,
the meanings
contain variations and ambiguities.Each sign taken by it
selfcan be translatedafter a fashion,but the associationand
combination of many of them, according to the mode in
which they are set,is practicaliy a lost language.
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It should be addedthat nowadaysa nomadic or a seminomadicweaverwould tend to weave either what he/she
sees, translating it into characteristic formats, or what
he/she has been taught. The village weaver, on the other
hand, typically weaves what is ordered, according to the
cartoon.Each rug is a separatework of art and should be
consideredindividually.
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